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Letter 818
DREAM
The Pastor’s Wet Shoes
2019-10-12
Dear Yeshua,
Tuesday, 4 June 2019, 6:05AM.
I woke up at 5:30 AM from a dream.
I DREAMED THAT:
I and Another Guy (who I found out later was angel Gabe) were at work at the (U15) Church Facility in
(L38). Something had happened overnight where the Mloor had gotten wet, from a burst plumbing pipe or
something. The Mloor had been Mlooded, and the carpet soaked. But there was also a pair of shoes that
belonged to the Lead Pastor which had also been water-damaged. These were the Pastor’s Dedicated
Work Shoes, which he kept at, and wore only for, work at Church.
Gabe and I were trying to Migure out how to Mix the Pastor’s shoes. It was Gabe’s assignment to do the
actual repair work, while I got to observe.
While Gabe and I were engrossed in solving the “wet-shoe” problem, the Pastor arrived at the Church.
When the Pastor saw the damage and that we were trying to Mix his shoes, he said:
“WELL, DON’T WORRY ABOUT THE SHOES.
I’VE GOT TO GET A PODCAST OUT.
I CAN JUST WEAR THE SHOES WET OR SOMETHING…”
We could tell that the Pastor was more focused on getting the message produced, then he was about his
own personal comfort
END OF DREAM.
Post dream analysis says that:
I woke up with pretty sore shoulders, along with sore back muscles. According to the Lord Holy Spirit,
the burst water pipe had been a planned catastrophe against the Church, in order to hinder the Pastor’s
ability to proclaim the Gospel. According to Scripture, being shod with “shoes” is the Preparation of the
Gospel of Peace.
The wrestling part of this dream was a preventive maneuver by the Lord against HR so their plan would
fail, and come to nothing.
Blessings…
R. C. Theophilus
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